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Presentation Overview
• airshed context
• potential impacts of coal activity
• Metro Vancouver’s role in the review
process
• how we work with Port Metro Vancouver
• next steps
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Source: Washington State Department of Ecology, 2013

Engine exhaust emissions:
• Rail locomotives
• Tugs
• Storage and handling equipment
• idling vehicles, trains
“Fugitive dust” emissions:
• Railcars in transit
• Barges in transit
• Loading, unloading, handling of
coal at the facility
g p
piles
• wind erosion of storage
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* Greenhouse gas emissions from coal export, and end use in power
generation or steel making

Metro Vancouver’s role
• Under Environmental Management Act,
Metro Vancouver has the delegated
authority
th it for
f air
i quality
lit in
i the
th region
i
– guided by air quality management plan
– MV Board adopts air quality bylaws,
bylaws regulations
– MV staff issue and administer air emissions
permits

• permit application received from Fraser Surrey Docks
– distinct from the project permit application that FSD has
submitted to Port Metro Vancouver

Fraser Surrey Docks
– assessmentt off air
i quality
lit iimpacts
t
 Total emissions of smog‐forming pollutants (NOx, SOx, VOC, PM2.5, NH3):
• 20 tonnes in years 2
2‐5
5 (4 million tonnes per year coal)
• 40 tonnes in years 6+ (8 million tonnes per year coal)
• Less than 0.1% of airshed totals

 dispersion
di
i analysis
l i conducted
d t d to
t access impacts
i
t on community
it
• particulate concentrations localized around FSD facility
• exceedances of ambient air quality objectives for NO2, adjacent to marine
sources , along
l
the
th facility
f ilit fence
f
line,
li
and
d within
ithi railil yard
d
• beyond fence line, modelling shows low impacts, and within ambient air
quality objectives

 Not clear if assessment includes:
• all sources of fugitive coal dust within the facility
• coal dust or exhaust from rail cars in transit, or barges in transit
Data from: Fraser Surrey Docks Direct Coal Transfer Facility: Air Dispersion Modelling Assessment.
Prepared by Levelton Consultants for Fraser Surrey Docks, October 2012

Moving forward
• Metro Vancouver staff review of proponent information
– detailed followup with FSD regarding permit application
– clarification on sources included and scope of environmental review
conducted to date

• Metro Vancouver District Director makes independent
permit
it decision
d ii
– stipulate conditions advisable for the protection of the environment
– p
permit process
p
will include p
public notification

• sources such as locomotives and barges in transit are not
within Metro Vancouver’s permitting jurisdiction
– These emissions are of concern and the need for appropriate mitigation
measures and monitoring will be raised with Port Metro Vancouver,
Transport Canada and Environment Canada

Working with the Port
• Metro Vancouver
works collaboratively
with the Port on a
number of air quality
issues
• We believe that the referral process for project reviews
between Port Metro Vancouver and other agencies can
be improved
– joint development of scope of environmental review
– inclusion of health authorities for their expertise in health
impact assessment

Next Steps
• Metro Vancouver Board of Directors will be considering this issue
at its June 14th meeting
• Environment
E i
t and
d Parks
P k Committee
C
itt has
h recommended:
d d
– expressing opposition to coal shipments from the Fraser River
Estuaryy other than the existingg Roberts Bank coal p
port
– formalized referral process between Port Metro Vancouver
and Metro Vancouver
– support for inclusion of health impact assessment
– advocating to senior governments for mitigation measures
and monitoring to address emission sources not within Metro
Vancouver’s jurisdiction
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